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Refusing labels

Robyn Ochs, a bisexual activist and writer, speaks to UND students during an event at Wilkerson Commons
last Wednesday as part of National Coming Out Week.

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student

Guest speaker hosts “Beyond Binaries” at University of North Dakota

Haley Olson
The Dakota Student
Robyn Ochs spoke to students on Oct. 12, 2016 at the
Wilkerson Commons about
the LGBT community. Ochs is
a speaker, teacher, writer and
activist regarding sexuality,
gender identity and human
rights.
Oct. 11 was National Coming Out Day. This was celebrated at UND with a movie in
celebration of coming out and
this presentation to follow.
This is the fifth time Ochs has
presented at UND.
“Labels hide the complexity of human beings,” Ochs
said. “People read us. They
make assumptions and classify me without knowing me.
They draw conclusions about
us when identity is never exact.”
Ochs presented graphs and
data of statistics and ways

identity, gender and sexuality presents itself. Along with
this, the group was asked to
take an anonymous and confidential surveys that was later
used for a hands-on display of

individual who participated
in the survey take part in a
random experiment. In this
experiment, every individual
was handed someone else’s
survey.

“Labels hide the complexity of human beings. People read us. They make assumptions
and classify me without knowing me. They
draw conclusions about us when identity is
never exact.”
Robyn Ochs
Activist

the different types of gender,
sexuality, identity and how
people rate themselves.
After discussing binary
graphs and different studies
of sexuality, Ochs had every

Questions along the lines
of, “what words do you currently use — privately or publicly — to describe your sexual
orientation?” to asking on a
scale of one to seven, how mo-

nogamous you were (or how
non-monogamous you were).
After receiving another
person’s survey, we were told
to stand on a spectrum scale.
During this process, we were
told to stand by the number
in which the other individual
labeled themselves as. This
process went on for about 21
questions.
“You get to see what it is
like to hold someone else’s
identity in your hands,” Ochs
said. “We develop as we grow
through life.”
Along with this activity,
Ochs presented research studies from Alfred Kinsey, Fritz
Klein and Michael Storm. All
of these graphs support Ochs’
presentation on the many different identities and intersectionality that she brought up
in her speech.
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Advocating the need for social justice
Haley Olson
The Dakota Student

Veteran of civil rights and
workers’ rights movements, social
justice advocate and activist Rosalyn Pelles appeared at UND on
Oct. 13, 2016 in room 113 located in
the Education building.
Pelles addressed activism and
how it works. More specifically
from the past, the present, and the
future of advocacy work. She has
been an advocate for the last 50
years and started as a teenager living in North Carolina.
“We need to be taking action
with goals of social justice. It is
more important than ever now to
be taking action and not to be silenced.” Pelles said. “We need advocates in every generation.”
“Pelles went on to talk about

the courage needed as an activist and advocate. “Activisms take
many forms. From letters and
handing out flyers to signing petitions.”
Pelles went on to explain problems of the government and flaws
in the governmental system and
her life as an advocate during earlier generations. After Pelles speech,
she left room for an ask-and-tell
discussion. Questions were asked
from facility and students to members of the community.
Questions ranging from “How
do you balance activism and your
personal life?” to “What should
we be thriving for as a higher educational system? What are the resources we can use?”
One question was raised by
a student: “How do you bring
awareness to a community in a

place where change does not occur?” Pelles responded. “It’s hard.
It’s a one by one process, two by
two, and so on and so forth. People
are open for change.”
The discussion lasted until 8:30
p.m. The presentation was organized by the Black Student Association on campus. This is the second event organized by the Black
Student Association; the first event
prior to the presentation was a diversity dialogue that was held on
campus.
“We are not holding back anymore,” President of the Black Student Association Lauren Chapple
stated.
When asked how Black Lives
Matter is affecting UND, Chapple
responded, “If there is no conversation happening, there is no acknowledgement or idea that this

stuff is happening. It brings awareness and attention to the issues. I
come to UND and it affects me.”
Chapple and Pelles both had
similar viewpoints pertaining to
higher education and the awareness of activism. “We can learn to
speak out in a safe environment,
especially on a campus,” Pelles
stated.
“We need to bring the hard conversations to campus and we need
to be listening,” Chapple said. “We
are remaining uncomfortable. This
isn’t the first time and it will not be
the last time.”
The Black Student Association is planning more events in
the future to help bring awareness. The organization is not
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Fire safety
week
Connor Johnson
The Dakota Student

The Grand Forks Fire Department was busy all last week
spreading awareness about fire
prevention.
Oct. 9-15 was proclaimed as
Fire Prevention Week, part of a national effort to spread awareness
about fire safety. An annual event,
the week usually occurs around
the first few weeks of October. In
Grand Forks the fire department
visited 13 elementary schools
during the week, and showed off
their equipment to kindergartners,
teaching young children how to
stay safe around fire.
While the event is mostly
geared towards younger children,
its message
shouldn’t
be lost on
“I have
students at
a hard time
the Univerwith ‘false
sity of North
Dakota.
alarm,’
Station #2,
because if it
located near
goes
off, is it
the Ralph
really false?”
Engelstad
Arena, is responsible for
Rod
answering
Freitag
the majority
of alarms
activated
on campus. Fortunately, most of
these are false alarms, although
Fire Marshal Rod Freitag is hesitant to use the term.
“I have a hard time with ‘false
alarm,” Freitag said. “Because if it
goes off, is it really false?”
On campus, most non-medical
responses stem from burnt food
either on stoves or in an oven or
microwave; the microwaves are
notorious themselves, with over
11 incidents with the ovens being
recorded inside a month in Smith
Hall.
“If you’re cooking anything,
stay with it,” Freitag urges students. “Whether it’s a hot plate,
microwave, or anything, don’t just
walk away.”
Freitag also warns against pulling the fire alarms in the buildings,
although resident halls have imposed strict punishment for any
who tries to do so.
However, one thing students
shouldn’t worry about is the risk
of water damage if their room is
equipped with a sprinkler. Contrary to what TV and movies may
show, a small fire will not trigger
all the sprinklers in a building.
Each sprinkler head is sealed, and
contains a small glass vial with
fluid inside. When the area by that
sprinkler is heated above a certain
point, the glass shatters, releasing
the seal and letting water flow into
the area. This type of system reduces water damage to the building (and also saves precious electronics).
For more information regarding safety on campus, UND Police Chief Eric Plummer is also the
Head of Safety, while Bob Johnson
records all fire-related incidents.
The Grand Forks Fire Department has five stations located
around town, the newest being
Station #5 in the southeast area
of town. Station #2 also houses
the Northeast Hazmat Response
equipment, which deals with
hazardous materials in the entire
northeast section of North Dakota.
Connor Johnson is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
cljohnson317@gmail.com
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Rachel Thorstenson and Paul Butler were crowned
Homecoming queen and king last Wednesday
during a pep rally at the Gorecki Alumni Center.
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“All of your identities
are combined at once,
all the time,” Ochs said.
“Your identities affect
each other. They are all
different characteristics
and they all change the
world.”
Ochs ended the presentation with handing
over the microphone to
the audience — those
who wanted to participate — so they could give
their feedback of the presentation and the activity everyone participated
in. The microphone was
passed around the room
and people made their
statements.
“If there is one takeaway from this presentation, I want you to know
that it’s complicated and
I hope that you learned
something
different,
that you have something
that you didn’t before,”
Ochs said. “We should
move society forward
and increase the awareness and conversations
that we carry throughout campuses; a broader
audience and more programs.”
Along with the movie
that was premiered on

Alley Stroh / Dakota Student

Oct. 11, 2016, the Ten Percent Society (TPS) will be
hosting an event on Nov.
21, 2016 for Transgender
day of remembrance and
also hosting “Halloween
Hijinx” which is a drag
show and costume contest. This event will take
place on Oct. 29, 2016
and open to those 18 and
up at the VFW in East
Grand Forks.

Haley Olson is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
haley.l.olson@und.edu

The Dakota Student
welcomes feedback regarding
articles and photographs, and
prints corrections for articles
containing factual errors.
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inclusive and is open to
every individual interested in joining. For more
information on contacts,
events or participation,
you can contact the student involvement email
at
involvement@und.
edu.

Haley Olson is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
haley.l.olson@und.edu

Arthur's Barn Dance
9pm-1am
Friday, October 21

Jacked Up
Admission $10.00

2 miles north of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8354

Socialism, a culture of
mediocrity breeds failure

Opinion | 3

Liz Kacher
Dakota Student
During a speech he
gave in the House of
Commons back in 1945,
Winston Churchill provided his insight about
the failing system of socialism. He stated, “the
inherent vice of capitalism is the unequal
sharing of blessings; the
inherent virtue of socialism is the equal sharing
of miseries.”
The growing popularity
of
socialism
throughout a variety of
countries around the
world made me fearful
of the democrats’ choice
of presidential nominee
during the primary election. However, I have recently noticed the growing consideration of
writing in Bernie Sanders for President.
The consideration of
writing in Bernie Sanders amongst democrats
disappointed in Hillary
Clinton inspired me to
argue the reasons why
the socialism that he
promotes would be devastating to our country.
Even though I study
sociology and completely support the need for
social change, socialism
is a terrifying concept
to me. I realize the millennial generation was
favorable to ‘feel the
Bern,’ however, I fail to
support any of the policies he believes in.
The outcome of the
general
election
between Trump and Clinton scares me, but I’m
even more fearful that
writing in Bernie Sanders becomes a movement
amongst our generation.
I believe that a potential President Sanders is
far worse than the two
nominees the major parties have chosen.
Through the election
season, I’ve remained
distrustful and disappointed with the deceitful Clinton. But I must
say, I am grateful that
she got the nomination
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Bernie addresses a crowd during his presidential run.

“It’s vital that my generation, as well as the American people, see that socialism
would be a drastic failure for us as a country. I can understand the need for social
change that Sanders’ promoted, but losing the incentive of working hard and kills
the growth of the economy.”
Liz Kacher

The Dakota Student
of her party over the socialist Senator Sanders.
It’s vital that my generation, as well as the
American people, see
that socialism would be
a drastic failure for us as
a country.
I can understand the

need for social change
that Sanders’ promoted,
but it would result in
losing the incentive of
working hard and kills
the growth of the economy.
Greg Gutfeld, a cohost of The Five on Fox
News, provided his insight on Sanders’ socialist agenda and the
problems it could cause
for the American people.
He considers Sanders’
support of socialism a
“cruel doctrine.”
“It kills growth because it crushes opportunity. Sure, Sanders
seems like a really nice
guy. But a vote for him
isn’t a vote for a kind
man, but a cruel doc-

trine that sticks to the
planet’s shoe like toilet
paper from the world’s
worst restroom,” Gutfeld reported.
I consider the nights
when I have stayed up
all night to study and
earn my diploma when I
think about my personal
economic future.
As college students,
we’ve earned the right
to be offered opportunities unavailable to those
who haven’t gone to college.
I am a student who
has used financial aid to
pay for college that will
likely take me a long
time to pay back. I realize that many students
face that problem. However, I’ve worked hard
to reach the finish line
with my undergraduate
degree, so why should
my hard work diminish
the opportunity I believe
I’ve rightfully earned?
Student loans and
tuition are some of the
most important issues
to us as college students
compared to the generations older than us.
Sanders’ socialist agenda appealed to a growing number of students
because he said what he
knew to gain our support.
Socialism is defined
by dictionary.com as,
“a theory or system of
social organization that
advocates the vesting
of the ownership and
control of the means of
production and distribution, of capital, land,
etc., in the community
as a whole. It calls for

the funneling of money
by the wealthy to have
a constant source of revenue and contribute to a
form of utopianism.
Robert Knight from
townhall.com reported
about the intentions of
democratic socialists.
“They can preserve
human liberties while
forcing everyone into
communal economic arrangements. The key is
to have ‘the people’ collectively make all important economic decisions,” Knight said.
I find the transition
from private to public
ownership
incredibly
troubling, and I consider
it the destruction of
individual
ambition
and opportunity. I can’t
help but see that it’s
the destruction of the
American dream.
Friedrich Hayek once
said, “A claim for equality of material position
can be met only by a
government with totalitarian powers.”
I’m favorable to a
society based on capitalism, combined with
small government.
John Hawkins from
townhall.com
reports,
“A government in a capitalist economy can quite
easily give everyone
equality of opportunity
with a few basic laws
and regulations, but socialism strives to create equality of results.”
What is equal isn’t always just, and what’s
just isn’t always equal.”
Although I consider
socialist policies much
worse than Clinton’s, I
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tion and economic poli-s
cies disastrous to oura
economy. It frightens
me to think of her past
history as a senator and
secretary of state during
her campaign for President.
I passionately hope
that the American people reconsider her position on the important
issues, as she will contribute to the destruction of the American
dream just Sanders’ socialist agenda as well as
the incentive to work.

Liz Kacher is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
she can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student
is dedicated to the
free exchange of ideas.
Opinion columns and
letters to the editor
will not be edited for
content reasons, except
in cases of criminal
or civil liability.
The Dakota Student
reserves the right to
edit or reject columns
or letters for various
reasons. The ideas
expressed in columns
and letters reflect the
views of the writer
and do not necessarily
represent the opinion
of the staff of the
Dakota Student.
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Heads out of your phones, look both ways
Emily Gibbens
Dakota Student

From the time I was
old enough to walk, a
simple phrase has been
told to me time and time
again. It was drilled into
my head, as it should be
in every young child’s
head: “look both ways
before
crossing
the
street.”
I had always heard
it from my parents, my
teachers and many other adults in general. It
seemed like a no-brainer
being told this as a kid,
so one would think this
piece of advice would
still be common sense.
Unfortunately, what
we were taught then
doesn’t seem to be as
important to us now
that we are adults. It is
a rare occasion to spot a
student looking for cars
before they cross University Ave.
Students don’t look
for cars because they are
walking on crosswalks,
and crosswalks are supposed to be safe for all
pedestrians to walk in.
It is always the driver’s responsibility to be
watching for pedestrians in crosswalks, but
as an adult, take charge
of your own life and be
aware of your surroundings. Having the attitude
that cars will always stop
for you is maybe ideal,
but certainly not realistic.
I’ve witnessed a few
too many close calls
throughout the campus
because the driver is either going too fast or is
unaware of the many
crosswalks throughout
the UND campus, and
the student walks out
into the road without
looking.
As a student who
frequently walks and
drives on campus, I have
been on both frustrating
sides of the issue. There
are many drivers who

Photo courtesy of fancycrave.com

Pedestrians crossing a busy street in New York City.

are not paying attention
or simply do not care
enough to stop, which
is a problem for the students trying to cross the
street.

the right of way, for your
own safety, you should
give the drivers some
warning that you will be
crossing the street.
A person travelling

crossings within the state
of North Dakota, “Pedestrians may not suddenly
leave the curb and enter
a crosswalk into the path
of a moving vehicle that

the driver.
The NCSL website
also states that, “Pedestrians must yield the
right-of-way to vehicles
when crossing outside

“Even though you have the right of way, for your own
safety, you should give the drivers some warning that you will
be crossing the street. A person travelling the speed
limit can only stop so fast if they don’t
realize you are about to cross”

Emily Gibbens
The Dakota Student

On the other hand,
there are students who
are walking down the
sidewalk one second,
and lunge out onto the
road with no warning
the next second.
As a driver, when
students are on their
phone or with a group
of friends, it is nearly
impossible to tell when
they will suddenly walk
onto the road sometimes
without even being faced
in that direction.
Even though you have

the speed limit can only
stop so fast if they don’t
realize you are about to
cross. Look up to make
sure they are acknowledging you and that they
are for sure going to slow
down to let you cross.
There are many laws
protecting pedestrians in
crosswalks, but there are
a few rules to follow.
According
to
the
National
Conference
of State Legislatures
(NCSL) website, in the
section about pedestrian

is so close to constitute
an immediate hazard.”
All of this is assuming
that the students are always crossing the street
within the crosswalks.
UND has many marked
pedestrians crossing all
throughout its campus,
so it should not be a
problem for students to
find one to walk across.
Whether you think
the cars will always stop
or not, when not in the
crosswalk, it is the pedestrians job to yield to

of a marked crosswalk or
an unmarked crosswalk
at an intersection.”
It may not seem like
a big deal because the
vehicles driving down
University should be going around 20 miles per
hour.
Getting hit by that
speed while in a car is
a whole different story
than getting struck on
foot or on a bike. 20 mph
may not seem very fast,
but to the human body,
that can do some serious

damage.
For a vehicle moving at that speed to hit a
walker or a biker would
be the equivalent of falling from a 13 foot building. Injuries are very
likely, and there is even
a 10 percent chance of
death.
Unfortunately, vehicle and pedestrian crashes end in fatalities much
too often.
On pedbikeinfo.org,
it says in 2014 alone,
over 12 pedestrians were
hit and killed by cars in
the United States every
day of the year.
We are always so
busy staring down at
our phone to take a look
around us to be aware of
our surroundings. Take
the extra couple seconds
to know what is going
on around you and make
sure the cars zooming
up and down the street
will slow down for you
Emily Gibbens is an opinion writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
emily.r.gibbens@und.edu

Bre’s book shelf, peculiar gem for any reader
Breanna Roen
Dakota Student
Invisible boys and floating girls? This is beginning
to sound like a fantasy that
could only begin in a dream,
but for Jacob, this dream becomes reality. A reality that
is a little more peculiar than
ours.
“Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children” is a
tale that leads us through
a whirlwind of adventure
about Jacob, your average teenage boy; attending
school, seeing his friends
and having an unbreakable
bond with his grandfather.
Jacob’s grandfather describes tales of children with
rare peculiar powers that he
knew growing up.
When those remarkable stories ended along
with his grandfather’s life,
Jacob’s mind is left with unanswered questions; the biggest one relating to the main
character of those stories:
“Who is Miss Peregrine?”
This book definitely
took me on a roller coaster
of emotions. Between fits
of intensity, joy, anger and
frustration of wanting more,
let’s just say I stayed up way
past my bedtime for quite a
few nights. It had me on the
edge of my seat. I was immediately drawn to the relationship between Jacob and
his grandfather.
The author, Ransom

Riggs, goes into immense
detail about the grandfather’s time spent at the house
full of peculiar children.
Riggs goes even further
into describing the idiosyncrasies among children
along with providing pictures of their appearance.
The books gives you the
feeling of looking at an old
hospital photo album with
all the “freaks” they have
seen and documented.
The relationship between Jacob and the other
characters is absolutely
phenomenal, by allowing
us inside of his thoughts on
every encounter of his new
peculiar friends.
This critically acclaimed
writer helps us step inside
Jacob’s world by writing in
the first person so we are
able to see what he sees, feel
what he feels and be just as
immersed as he is discovering the unimaginable of this
dream-like reality.
You may be taking a
quick glance at the cover art
for the book or a potential
synopsis and think, “where
have I seen this sort of writing before?”
Dark, mysterious and a
gripping “series of unfortunate events”. Sound familiar? Lemony Snicket and
Riggs are both surreal yet
very peculiar in their own
ways.
Notably, the two authors both dabble in writing

stories with a grim undertone and a side of humor to
complement it. These two
authors bounce off each
other’s own writing styles
to create this genre of gloom
into something we can all
look back to and reminisce
on.
However, how Riggs
and Snicket go about unfolding their melancholic
wonder land is seen in their
very distinctive style of narration.
Snicket’s “A Series of
Unfortunate Events” always
rounds out with the children
escaping the villain, but they
still know that misfortune
lies ahead.
With Rigg’s work in
“Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children,” he
draws on the misfortune
happening sooner than later, but he always leaves you
wanting more, all while you
have the feeling that something big and dark is coming.
The question isn’t “will
something happen,” it’s
“when.” Snicket and Riggs’
work both provide loose
ends that weren’t tied up
until the book proceeding it
is written.
Each author providing a
few pages of the beginning
of the next book which only
leads us to ask more questions and more loose ends
left hanging, a trope often
seen in other media out-

lets like our favorite shows
“Game of Thrones” and my
personal favorite “Stranger
Things” (seriously, what
happened to eleven?).
The critically acclaimed
book was released into a
movie on Sept. 30, where we
were able to see our favorite
peculiar children come to
life, and we finally got to see
the mysterious Miss Peregrine, played by Eva Green.
The special effects and
graphics are second to none
as we are lead through our
favorite adventures a second
time. The movie brought all
our favorite characters to the
big screen just as we remembered them.
The wardrobe of the
characters seems relatively
close to the author’s creation
which brought me back to
thinking about the character’s appearances. There
are cameos throughout the
movie, including Tim Burton and the author Riggs,
which added a little surprise
to fans of the book and movie alike. As with anything
good, critiques must follow.
The villain in the movie
did not do justice to the
diabolical one we see in the
book. He’s menacing and,
truthfully, sounds terrifying in the literature. Without
revealing some of the crucial and important details,
the movie’s accuracy to the
books was a little subpar,
but it still captured the audi-

ence’s attention and made
them want more.
The ending of the movie
didn’t do the book justice.
Once again, I hate spoilers
so I won’t tell you anything.
The finale in the book ends
in quite a large, grandiose
way, where as the movie
makes it seem quite childish
and “cheesy.” If you have a
love of all things strange and
remarkable, I would consid-

er checking out this fun-forthe-whole-family film.
Peculiarities are a rarity
to come by, so appreciate
them as they come.

Breanna Roen is a opinion writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be reached
at breanna.roen@gmail.com

Campus Comments

Illustration by Joshua Kolbow

Jacob Notermann
The Dakota Student

The UND Department
of English honored 11 students with scholarships for
their hard work and accomplishments on Friday, Oct.
14.
During a Writer’s Conference at the Memorial
Union, 11 of the 17 scholarship recipients were publicly recognized and applauded. The recipients included
two sophomores, three juniors, four seniors and eight
graduate students.
Criteria for the awards
include
“undergraduate
majoring in English,” “planning a career as a secondary
English teacher” and even
“good moral character with
personalities and attitudes
that suit them well for the
continued study of English.”
“They will go on to keep
the literary arts alive in various ways. Morphed as they
may be in this coming century,” UND Chairman for
the Department of English
Eric Wolfe said.
Following the ceremony,
the UND Writers Conference hosted author Aaron
Poochigian.
Poochigian is an awardwinning author for his poetry works. His first original piece was "The Cosmic
Purr," which was published
in 2012.
Poochigian read from
his new thriller "Mr. Either/
Or," a choose-your-ownadventure in the form of a
verse-novel.
In the story, the reader is
a secret agent attempting to
save NYC from a powerful
gang of thugs. The goal is
to recover a box containing
“something dangerous."
Throughout the story,
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UND Writer's Conference awards
there are fight scenes, puzzle
solving and a love interest
with a faithful sidekick.
Before being consumed
by the plot, the style of writing draws interest for the
reader. A verse novel is written in a stanza-like fashion
similarly to a Shakespearean
play.
Poochigian chose this
style of writing to allow him
to combine narrative with
his love for poetry.
He discusses how, over
time, English literature shifted to away from this style of
writing. He says the transition was “inevitable” due to
the “late emergence of the
novel.”
This novel was his attempt to revive the dying
art. He utilizes the tools the
style offers, saying the reader obtains a more “immersive experience” than that of
a regular novel.
“It’s more like a film
than a novel. In that, you
have a sound track,” Poochigian said. “The meter provides a sound track. I can
shift the meter to shift the
pacing, just like in a movie
when the music shifts to
let you know what kind of
scene you have.”
"Mr. Either/Or" is set for
release in the fall of 2017.
Poochigian was also recognized for his translations
of famous works, including
"Appollonius’ Jason and the
Argonauts."
He received his PhD in
Classics while studying at
the University of Minnesota
as well as an MFA in Poetry
from Columbia University.

Nick Nelson / The Dakota Student
Aaron Poochigan presented a brief reading of an original work during a reception in his honor Friday at the Memorial Union.

Jacob Notermann is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student. He can be
reached at jacob.notermann@und.
edu

AISS serves up some comfort for students
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student
When the temperature
starts to drop, students at
the University of North
Dakota can quickly warm
up at the American Indian
Student Services (AISS)
with a hot bowl of soup.
Every Friday during the winter months,
the AISS offers students
and members of the community a chance to come
together and enjoy fresh
homemade soup free of
charge.
These soup Fridays
have become incredibly
popular among UND students, as the event not
only creates a chance for
students to enjoy a tasty
lunch but also allows them
to interact with their peers
while getting more familiar with Native culture.
Courtney
Souvannasacd of the UND AISS
expressed how important
soup Fridays are for the
students in the center.
“Coming here from
reservations or smaller rural areas can kind of be a
challenge,” said Souvannasacd. “Coming here you
kind of face that culture
shock, so we're just looking to try to offer students
peer support, cultural support, advocacy.”
Darlene Nelson works
at the AISS and is the mastermind behind the tasty
soups. She has been cooking soup every Friday for
the past 15 years.
The main motivation
behind Nelson cooking
up her soup was to get

Alley Stroh / The Dakota Student
A UND student ladles up soup during a oup Friday luncheon at the American Indian Student Services Center (AISS) on Friday.

students to stay around
campus and to experience
the comfort of home away
from home.
“I have a mama mentality," Nelson said. "The
more people I can feed the
better.”
On a normal Friday,
Nelson cooks up to 10 gallons of soup. Nelson tries
to utilize fresh ingredients
and anything she has on
hand. There is always a
vegetarian and vegan option for students to enjoy
as well.
Some of the soup selections offered throughout the semester include

chicken wild rice, chili,
vegetable hamburger and
chicken and dumpling.
“Everyone is welcome.
Students, staff, faculty and
even the guys who clean
the office after hours,”
Nelson said. “I feel this
event gives everyone a
chance to be around the
native students and eventually recognize faces here
at the center.”
One familiar face at the
AISS is president of UNDIA Gavin Nadeau.
Nadeau is a student
worker at the center and
has been working at the
center for the past two and

a half years. Nadeau usually helps Nelson with the
soup events.
After volunteering so
much time, effort and hard
work, Nadeau feels a deep
connection with students
who come to the center.
“I realize how important this event is to a lot
of people, especially when
everybody is smiling and
enjoying
themselves,”
Nadeau said.
“Students are usually
stressed out during the
winter months, whether
it’s from the cold or midterms, Soup Friday offers
a chance to just come in,

relieve your stress and enjoy yourself for an hour or
two.”
In addition to decompressing, the AISS Soup
Fridays are all about creating an environment where
students can feel comfortable and relax.
“When I think of the
center’s main goal, it is essentially making this space
feel like a home away from
home,” Nadeau said.
Students from all backgrounds are encouraged
to visit the center and eat
some delicious soup.
The campus community is welcome to stop

at 315 Princeton Street
for delicious, homemade
soup every Friday from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. or
until soup runs out.
“Who doesn’t like
homemade
soup?”
Nadeau says. “Come meet
some new people, enjoy
some good food and good
conversation.”

Amanda Hefner is a staff writer
for the Dakota Student. She can be
reached at amanda.hefner@ndus.
edu
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Constellations makes its appearance at the Empire
Shelby Johnson
The Dakota Student
The audience sat on the
stage in a diamond with
bulbs strung from the ceiling and white paint splattered on the ground, looking like the sun in an odd
way.
A small platform was
centered in the middle of
the diamond that was the
audience. Nick Payne’s
“Constellations” was set up
in an intimate way to say the
least.
The two-actor cast had
an impressive background
and it showed throughout the play. Roland, who
is played by Nick McConnell, is an up and com-

ing beekeeper who meets
Marianne, who is played by
Nicque Marina RobinsonDela Cruz.
Marianne, a theoretical physicist, explains how
in the quantum multiverse
“every decision you've ever
and never made exists in an
unimaginably vast ensemble of parallel universes.”
Payne sets up the play
where the audience can follow each universe within
the multiverse and the outcomes of the choices that are
made.
Lights set apart the different universes, making it
clear the repeated lines are
the choices of a different
Marianne and Roland from
a different universe.
These repeated lines

weren’t ever the same.
When repeated, the actors
approached the line in a
new light as if it were their
first time saying it. The
whole mood changed with
each ﬂash of purple light.
The characters reacted to
each other over the same set
of lines that led to a different
conclusion. It was apparent
the decisions the characters
“ever and never made exist in an unimaginably vast
ensemble of parallel universes.”
"Constellations" was different from anything I had
ever seen before.
The actors seemed to
be very skilled in their sudden change in moods while
traveling from universe to
universe. In a moment, the

space was filled with anger until the purple lights
ﬂashed bringing the audience to a separate universe
where the same lines were

Photos courtesy by Empire Arts Center
'"Constellations," (bottom) a play by Nick Payne starring Nick McConnell and Nicque Robinson (top), runs at the Empire Arts
Center Oct. 20-22, 2016.

repeated, but this time the
words were calmed.
It jarred the audience
and left room for interpretation. You never get the full
story from Marianne and
Roland, but their chemistry
is undeniable.
McConnell and Robinson-Dela Cruz use the
small space they were given
and limited props to create a whole timeline of the
character’s relationship, or
lack there of. The actors use
their own voices to create
the world that is “Constellations."
I was utterly amazed by
the play. The story line, al-

though jarring, was easy to
follow and held an intensity
I have never seen from the
size of the cast “Constellations” had.
"Constellations" struck
me and I was hungry for
more when the actors
stepped on the small platform and bowed to the condensed audience. I couldn’t
move from my seat for a moment because I was shocked
into this state of amazement.
Shelby Johnson is the features
editor for The Dakota Student. She
can be reached at shelby.marie.
johnson@und.edu
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There’s no place like home

UND sweeps MSU at the Ralph for home opener last weekend
Allyson Bento
The Dakota Student
Fans at the Ralph had
plenty to cheer about
this weekend as the UND
women’s hockey team
swept their opponents,
the Minnesota State Mavericks. It was a weekend
for young talent as UND
put on a strong offensive
showing with 10 goals
against the Mavericks in
the series.
Game one was a night
of career firsts, starting
off the night with a goal
from sophomore Charly
Dahlquist.
Dahlquist
nabbed
two in the 6-0 defeat and
although it wasn’t her
first career goal, it most
certainly felt like it.
“My two other goals,
one was a shootout and
the other an empty net
goal,” Dahlquist said. “It
actually felt like a real
goal.”
Before the feeling of
goal number one could
sink in, freshman Abbey Stanley had already
found the back of the
net, marking her first career goal. The goal came
unassisted nearly 30
seconds after Dahlquist
opened the teams scoring.
“I was overwhelmed
with excitement, I just
threw my arms up and
I could not stop smiling,” Stanley said. “I
could feel it all the way
through my body. “
UND kept rolling, after the 2-0 finish in the
first Dahlquist’s second
goal of the game in the
second as they headed
into the third with a 3-0
lead.

File Photo/The Dakota Student

Vilma Tanskanen skates around the net to ﬁnd the puck.

The Hawks underclassmen
wasted
no
time grabbing their career firsts, as freshman

contributor for the weekend, grabbing two goals
in game one and an assist as well as the over-

chip off her back and the
puck in the net, a special
goal to say the least.
Kolstad, a native of

have played out any better.
“I know quite a few
girls on the team,” Kols-

“There is always a thrill and tons of excitement when it comes
to the home opener no matter who the team is, with it being
Abbey Stanley

UND frshman defenseman
Emma Nuutinen joined
Dahlquist and grabbed
her first and second career goal as a Fighting
Hawk.
Nuutinen was a key

time game-winner in
game two.
For a break between
Nuutinen’s goals, sophomore forward Rebekah
Kolstad finally got the

Mankato, played the
weekend against friends
and former teammates
this weekend and finding her first goal against
the Mavericks could not

tad said. “It’s always fun
to play them.”
Along with the outstanding offensive performance, the goaltending for UND provided by

Lexie Shaw was perfect.
Shaw grabbed her
second shutout of the
season, after her first
came from a tough battle against St. Cloud the
weekend before.
“She’s definitely solid for us,” Kolstad said.
“It’s always good knowing you have confidence
in your goalie.”
Game two saw a different side of Shaw, as
she allowed three goals
throughout
regulation
play. The switch from
game one to game two
was like day and night,
but the offense was able
to keep up with the Mavericks.
The
senior
class
stepped up in game
two, defensemen Gracen
Hirschy lit up the lamp
in the first followed by
a second period goal by
forward Kayla Gardner.
As MSU responded to
all of UND’s goals, overtime was required. In the
final minutes of overtime, Nuutinen came in
for the save and claimed
the overtime winner
with a set-up from fellow
freshman Ryleigh Houston and senior Jordan
Hampton for a 4-3 final.
The Hawks will remain at home for the
next two series starting
with Wisconsin, Oct. 2223. Puck drop for both
games is scheduled for
2:07 p.m.

Allyson Bento is the sports editor for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu

Hawks win behind hat trick
UND wins Hall of Fame game at Ralph Englestad Arena Saturday
Hunter Plante
The Dakota Student
UND hosted RPI in
the U.S. Hall of Fame
game Saturday at Ralph
Englestad Arena. It was
the middle of a ﬁve game
non-conference
home
stand to open up the
season for the defending
National Champions.
The Fighting Hawks,
after sweeping Canisius
to open up the season last
weekend, were looking to
get another quality nonconference win against
the Engineers.
UND Fighting Hawks
Hockey was the grand
ﬁnale for homecoming
week. After UND saw
their volleyball team win
on Thursday and Saturday, and their football
team winning on Saturday afternoon, the Hawks
wanted to end homecoming high note. Joel Janatuinen did everything he
could to make sure the
Hawks stayed at number
one in the nation.
The sophomore winger from Espo, Finland
had a game that he will
remember for the rest of
his life. Janatuinen scored
three goals en route to a
5-2 win over RPI. After
only scoring three goals
all of last season, the Finland native equaled that
total just in one night.
Janatuinen’s best goal

of the night might have
been UND’s ﬁrst goal.
Janatuinen’s ﬁrst two
goals came on assists from
fellow European Ludvig
Hoﬀ, both centering passes
after Janatuinen got to the
soft spot in the defense,
and Hoﬀ found him.
“Yeah, the European
connection is working,”
said Hoﬀ. “We had a good
week of practice and we
really found each other
with Poganski too. It just
worked out today I guess.”
The star of the night
loves playing with the
Norwegian, and St. Cloud
native.
“We enjoy playing with
each other. We think the
game alike and really were
just having some fun out
there,” said Janatuinen.
The chemistry between
Janatuinen,
Hoﬀ
and
Poganski
doesn’t
go
unnoticed by head coach
Brad Berry.
“Joel is a guy that’s
been building over the
course of last year and
early this year,” Berry said.
“He’s a good two-way
player who has been snake
bitten a little oﬀensively.”
UND’s depth on all
four lines showed as three
of the four lines Brad Berry
throws out there scored
goals. Three came from
Janatuinen, one came from
freshman Tyson Jost, and
one came from fellow
freshman Cole Smith, who

was playing in his ﬁrst
career game.
RPI would silence the
crowd early as they scored
the game’s ﬁrst goal at 3:56
of the ﬁrst.
UND went on to score
the next three goals, one
in the ﬁrst and two in
the second. RPI would
answer with a goal of their
own of the second, but
Janatuinen’s third goal of

the night made in 5-2 in
the third, and that put the
game out of reach for the
Engineers.
It wasn’t just the
oﬀense that played well
however. UND, for the
third time this season, held
their opponent to under
20 shots. Saturday night
the Engineers could only
muster 14 shots on goal.
Fighting Hawks’ goal-

tender Cam Johnson saved
12 of 14 shots, while RPI
goalie Craig Perry, whose
dad played for UND in the
early 80’s, ﬁnished with 33
saves. UND moved to 5-31 all time in the U.S. Hockey Hall of Fame game.
UND is back for two
this weekend at Ralph
Englestad Arena. Bemidji
State will take the two
hour trip on Highway 2, as

they renew the rivalry with
the Hawks. The Beavers
are scorching hot to start
the season, with sweeps
at home against Bowling
Green, and on the road at
Northern Michigan.

Hunter Plante is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
hunter.plante@und.edu
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Schedule

|

W Soccer
vs. Montana

M Hockey
vs. Bemidji State

W Volleyball
vs. Idaho S

W Swim and Dive

M Football
vs. Idaho State

M Hockey

10/21 @ 4:00 p.m.

10/21 @ 7:37 p.m.

vs. Kansas
10/21 @ 5:00 p.m.

10/22 @ 3:35 p.m.

10/21 @ p.m.

vs. Misouri State
10/22 @ 5:00 p.m.

Hawks protect their nest

UND wins big in 100th Homecoming Football game

Keaton Studsrud attempts a dive into the endzone.

Adam Gunderman
The Dakota Student
The Fighting Hawks
were able to overcome
two early blunders to
defeat the defending Big
Sky Champion Southern
Utah Thunderbirds 45-23.
While the final score
was lopsided, it does not
indicate how close the
first half was.
At the beginning of
the season, UND’s offense
was having troubles at
the beginning of games.
Since their first victory,
they have been doing very
well.
“The comfort level
is getting higher and
higher every week, not
thinking too much, and
just playing, I think that’s
what’s helped me the
most,” Keaton Studsrud
said. “Now I’m just going
out there and seeing
things a lot better, and
preparation has been a lot
better.”
The
100th
homecoming game started
with the Fighting Hawks
driving down the field for a
touchdown. Quarterback
Keaton Studrud had only
one incompletion on six
attempts on the drive
and capped it off with a
touchdown pass to Luke
Stanley.
On
the
ensuing
kickoff,
Thunderbirds’
returner Raysean Pringle
took the kick for a 97-yard
touchdown immediately
tying the game at 7-7.
Once the Hawks got

the ball back, they were
not able to do much.
They punted after three
unsuccessful plays.
Two plays into their
second drive, Patrick
Tyler hit Brady Measom
for a 68-yard touchdown.
The pass itself only went
forward a yard or two,
but a missed tackle left
nothing but open field
ahead of Measom as he
ran for 66 yards after the
catch. SUU had a 14-7
lead.
The teams would punt
back and forth for the
remainder of the quarter.
In the second quarter,
UND’s offense kicked
into gear. They had a five
play, 72-yard touchdown
drive capped by a 15yard Brady Oliveira run.
The score was now tied,
14-14.
After giving up the
momentum to SUU after
their two scores, UND
had gotten it back.
“It was huge to answer
the scores.” Head coach
Bubba Schweigert said.
The Hawk’s defense
was up to the challenge
of holding down the
Thunderbird
offense.
They pinned them down
at their own seven-yard
line and forced a punt.
With the SUU punt
coming from their own
end-zone, The Hawks
got good field position to
start the drive on offense.
From the SUU 48-yard
line, UND drove the ball
down and John Santiago
scored the touchdown
from four yards out

Top: File Photo/Dakota Student

making the score 21-14.
The
Thunderbird
offense woke up on their
next drive. They drove the
ball down to the UND 10yard line, but the defense
was resilient. They limited
them to a field goal. 21-17.
With time winding
down in the quarter, the
Hawks’ defense would
come up big again. Dylan
Bakker forced a fumble.
With a short field,
Keaton Studsrud found
Noah Wanzek for a 7-yard
touchdown
with
23
seconds remaining in the
half. The score was now
28-17.
SUU was able to
get some yards before
halftime, but missed a 53yard field goal.
The
Thunderbirds
scored
a
touchdown
on their first drive of
the second half making
the score 28-23 after a
missed extra point, but
that would be all the
Thunderbirds would get
for the remainder of the
game.
At the end of the
third quarter, Studsrud
continued his excellent
game with a 27-yard
touchdown pass to Travis
Toivonen. The freshman
receiver would finish
with the most receiving
yards for the Hawks with
99 yards on the afternoon.
UND was starting to run
away, 38-23.
On
the
ensuing
SUU drive, Brian Labat
stepped in front of pass
and intercepted it for
UND’s 12th interception

of the year.
With the good field
position given to him by
the defense, Studsrud
would find the end zone

by air for the fourth time
on a 13-yard touchdown
pass to Demun Mercer.
45-23.
The
Thunderbirds
were quickly reminded on
their next drive that it is
usually a no fly zone when
you’re going up against
the Hawks’ defense. Jake
Hanson intercepted Tyler
for the defense’s 13th
interception of the year.
The Hawks proceeded
to drive the ball by ground
all the way to the SUU
7-yard line. They took a
knee with 1:36 remaining
in the game on 4th down
to turn the ball over and
not run up the score.
The
Thunderbirds
were not able to do
anything with the time
and the final score was 4523.
Quarterback Keaton
Studsrud had a monster
game. He posted career
highs in touchdowns
with four and passing
yards with 282. He had
20 completions on 27
attempts and averaging
about 10 yards per pass.
Kyle Norberg had an

excellent day against a
very good run defense.
The fullback led all
rushers as he ran for 73
yards on six carries.
The win not only
made UND 4-0 vs the Big
Sky Conference, but was
the fifth in a row, which
is the longest winning
streak UND has had
since making the jump to
division one.
When adversity has hit
the Hawks, they haven’t
let it get to them all year.
“The one thing is
our guys have been
responding, Wish is really
good to see,” Schweigert
said. “I think we are
maturing as a team.”
UND
travels
to
Pocatello, Idaho next
weekend to take on the
Idaho
State
Bengals.
Kickoff is at 3:25 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 22.

Adam Gunderman is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
adam.gunderman@und.edu

